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Unfolding Journeys: Following the Great Wall Hent PDF Forlaget skriver: Unfold the adventure of a lifetime
as you travel along the Great Wall of China. This sensational fold-out frieze is more than six-feet long and
can be removed and displayed. Get ready for an unforgettable journey across China. From the dusty desert of

Gansu province to the rolling waves of the Yellow Sea, this amazing journey takes you past flaming
mountains and ancient wonders. Watch out for mighty fortresses, giant pandas and the extraordinary Army of
Terracotta Warriors. Along the way we'll discover breathtaking wonders of nature, visit modern China and see

how the traditions and landscape of the Great Wall are changing, explore fascinating ancient Chinese
monuments, treasures and legends, encounter some of the amazing creatures living near the Great Wall, and
lots more! With stunning illustrated detail on one side and engaging facts on the other - get ready for a truly

unforgettable journey!
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for an unforgettable journey across China. From the dusty desert of
Gansu province to the rolling waves of the Yellow Sea, this amazing
journey takes you past flaming mountains and ancient wonders.

Watch out for mighty fortresses, giant pandas and the extraordinary
Army of Terracotta Warriors. Along the way we'll discover

breathtaking wonders of nature, visit modern China and see how the
traditions and landscape of the Great Wall are changing, explore
fascinating ancient Chinese monuments, treasures and legends,

encounter some of the amazing creatures living near the Great Wall,
and lots more! With stunning illustrated detail on one side and
engaging facts on the other - get ready for a truly unforgettable
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